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Yes, you mean after Phocus? Yes, well the church of Africa, had refused, of

course, to recognize the authority of Rome until the Van 's conquered

it and then the church of Africa was in such a pitiable condition th they

were glad that they could be of any help they could and under those circum

stances, while they were under the Van the Pope wrote them and gave them

help but he declared his supreme powere 4/! over them and they did not make

any objection to it, and if you don't make any objection to a thing like that

it soon comes established. Well, then, of course, in the 6th century, Justi

nian's forces captured Africa and when they conquered Africa, there would

naturally be a tendancy for the Bishop of Constantinople to extend control

over Attica and yet Africa was so much nearer Rome that when he conquered

Rome also, it would seem tore logical for them still to be in the Roman

section rather than in the Eastern section and just what arrangement was

made of that or whether there was one that was constant, I don't know. There

may be definite evidence on it, but it is not particularly important because

it would be very logical for them to be under Rome anyway. The arrangement

was that the churches in the area of Constantinople were under Constantinople,

and those in the area of Rome were under Rome, but the claim of the Bishop

of Rome was that he was over everything, also Constantinople, and, of course,

Africa wouldn't prove anything really right or left in that regard. (question)

2 Oh, I don't think that would be difficult to prove. There is no (discussion)

tell how he rejoiced when he became emporer and how splendid it was and what

good things they looked forward to under his leadership, and so on(discussion)

Well, I think they were both under these, and he got the praise he wanted

from Phocus (question 3) Not right off-hand. I never heard so

I haven't looked to try to find out the but I have little doubt that

you could find (Mr. Fowler question)In 'S book you will find it. Well,

I don't think it iv necessary to take time in that light. Now, you can read

the question and if you would like to 3,1M go into it, I would like to help

you find the material on it, but of the thousands of that come up, we
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